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evidence of crop production losses 
in West Africa due to historical 
global warming in two crop models
Benjamin Sultan1, Dimitri Defrance  1 & toshichika iizumi  2

Achieving food security goals in West Africa will depend on the capacity of the agricultural sector to 
feed the rapidly growing population and to moderate the adverse impacts of climate change. indeed, 
a number of studies anticipate a reduction of the crop yield of the main staple food crops in the region 
in the coming decades due to global warming. Here, we found that crop production might have already 
been affected by climate change, with significant yield losses estimated in the historical past. We used 
a large ensemble of historical climate simulations derived from an atmospheric general circulation 
model and two process-based crop models, SARRA-H and CYGMA, to evaluate the effects of historical 
climate change on crop production in West Africa. We generated two ensembles of 100 historical 
simulations of yields of sorghum and millet corresponding to two climate conditions for each crop 
model. one ensemble is based on a realistic simulation of the actual climate, while the other is based on 
a climate simulation that does not account for human influences on climate systems (that is, the non-
warming counterfactual climate condition). We found that the last simulated decade, 2000–2009, is 
approximately 1 °C warmer in West Africa in the ensemble accounting for human influences on climate, 
with more frequent heat and rainfall extremes. these altered climate conditions have led to regional 
average yield reductions of 10–20% for millet and 5–15% for sorghum in the two crop models. We found 
that the average annual production losses across West Africa in 2000–2009 associated with historical 
climate change, relative to a non-warming counterfactual condition (that is, pre-industrial climate), 
accounted for 2.33–4.02 billion USD for millet and 0.73–2.17 billion USD for sorghum. The estimates of 
production losses presented here can be a basis for the loss and damage associated with climate change 
to date and useful in estimating the costs of the adaptation of crop production systems in the region.

Accumulated evidence indicates that agricultural production is being affected by climate change1. Climate change 
poses an additional burden, especially for developing countries, in achieving food security goals when the pop-
ulation is rapidly increasing; therefore, yield improvement is necessary to meet the increasing demand for food. 
Food security is a high-priority development goal for national governments in food insecure regions, such as 
West Africa, as well as for the United Nations (as declared in Goal 2 of the Sustainable Development Goals). 
However, in the recent literature on the consequences of an increase in greenhouse gas emissions and asso-
ciated climate change on crop yields in West Africa2–5, several studies estimate possible crop yield losses with 
adverse impacts on food security in the next decades, although the extent of these losses remains uncertain2–4. 
Two meta-analyses estimate that climate change will lead to a mean yield reduction of −8% in all Africa3 by the 
2050 s and −11% in West Africa4 without adaptation. Thus, in those regions, agricultural investments not only in 
conventional high-yielding technology but also in adaptation are desired to achieve the development goal under 
climate change6.

Various possible adaptation options and their uncertainties have been assessed in the literature2,7,8. Increasing 
crop tolerance to high temperatures during the flowering period7,8 and increasing cultivars’ thermal time require-
ment8,9 have been found to be the most promising technical options amongst a large variety of realistic adaptation 
options for the production of sorghum and millet (late sowing, increased planting density, fertilizer use and 
water harvesting and use of cultivars with larger thermal time requirements and greater resilience to heat stress). 
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However, we lack knowledge on the crop production losses induced by climate change, which is a basis for explor-
ing how much adaptation of production systems to specific crop costs, although some estimates of aggregated 
adaptation costs for agriculture at the continental or global level are available10,11. More specific estimates of such 
losses are useful to lead to a better understanding of the relative importance of adaptation to other political issues 
and are crucial for the optimal prioritization of adaptation investments for supporting adaptation strategies in 
West Africa that may counteract the adverse effects of climate change.

This study aims to estimate the average crop production losses of millet and sorghum, two major crops in West 
Africa, due to human-induced climate change during the last decade 2000–2009. Since the potentially adverse 
effects of climatic changes are superimposed on top of high natural climate variability and technical and crop 
management improvements, we design a modelling framework that is able to estimate the historical yield without 
accounting for human influence on climate, and we compare this estimate to a more realistic climate simulation 
including both natural forcing and human activities. We investigate the robustness of the changes in terms of 
regional climate and crop yields relative to these non-warming counterfactual climate conditions using a large 
ensemble of 100 climate simulations to sample the internal variability of climate and two process-based crop 
models to quantify the uncertainty in the response of crop yield to climate change. Crop price data are then used 
to quantify the financial production losses due to human-induced climate warming. It is expected that our esti-
mates can offer a sound basis to depict a more specific view of the adaptation costs in crop production systems 
in that region.

In the next section, we introduce the experimental setup, the bias-corrected ensemble simulation of a climate 
model (MRI-AGCM3.2) and the two crop models (SARRA-H and CYGMA) used in this study. In section 3, we 
analyse the simulations by separating (i) the impacts of historical human activities on the regional climate of West 
Africa and (ii) the impacts on crop yields due to historical climate change. Finally, in section 4, we summarize 
and discuss our results.

Materials and Methods
factual and non-warming counterfactual climate simulations and historical climate data. The 
bias-corrected 0.5° daily factual and counterfactual non-warming ensemble climate simulation data described 
in Iizumi et al.12 were used to investigate the impacts of human activities on historical climate and agriculture 
in West Africa. The original climate model simulations of factual and counterfactual climate conditions for the 
period 1951–2010 are carried out using the Meteorological Research Institute Atmospheric General Circulation 
Model, version 3.2 (MRI-AGCM3.2) with a grid interval of 60 km13, and the results attributing the simulated 
changes in temperature and precipitation to human activities are presented in Shiogama et al.14, Imada et al.15 
and Mizuta et al.13. The factual climate simulation represents actual climate conditions that are influenced by 
both human activities and natural forcing. Observed changes in sea surface temperature, sea ice, greenhouse gas 
concentration, ozone, anthropogenic aerosol burdens (sulfate, black carbon and organic carbon), volcanic sulfate 
aerosol loading and natural aerosol loading (sea salt and dust) are considered in the factual climate simulation. 
Variations in solar irradiance are not considered in the simulation. The non-warming counterfactual climate 
simulation represents a pre-industrial climate that lacks appreciable human influences on global climate systems. 
The sea surface temperature and sea ice are both detrended, as are greenhouse gas concentration in 1850, anthro-
pogenic aerosol and volcanic sulfate aerosol in 1850 and ozone concentration in 1961, which are used in the 
counterfactual climate simulation. Each type of climate simulation has 100 ensemble members associated with 
small perturbations in sea surface temperature that represent observational uncertainties. Additional details on 
the setup of the climate model and simulations are available in Mizuta et al.13, Shiogama et al.14 and Imada et al.15.

Observed monthly values of rainfall and temperature from the Climate Research Unit16 (CRU) are used to 
compare the accordance between the observations and the factual climate simulations, and then, the counter-
factual climate simulations are characterized relative to the factual climate simulations. In addition, the global 
retrospective 0.5°-resolution 56-year (1958–2013) daily meteorological forcing data set, referred to as S14FD17, 
a hybrid of JRA-55 Japanese reanalysis data and gridded observations, is used as inputs of the crop models to 
simulate historical yields.

climate indices. To investigate the impacts of historical human activities on the regional climate of West 
Africa, several user-relevant indices for agriculture from the AMMA-2050 project18 were calculated on every land 
point of each factual and counterfactual ensemble climate simulation (Table 1). These include seasonal character-
istics of precipitation (annual amount, number of rainy days, rainfall intensity, onset of the rains), mean surface 
temperature and extreme indices with heavy precipitation indices and one hot day index. Each index is averaged 
across West Africa (20°W to 15°E; 4°N to 18°N). The robustness of the change of an index between the factual 
and counterfactual climate simulations, on the basis of the models’ ensemble, is assessed with statistical tests. 
First, we average each of the 100 members of the factual and counterfactual ensemble climate simulations and test 
the statistical significance of the change between the two ensemble means over the last decade of the simulation 
2000–2009 by means of Student’s t-test. Second, we apply a similar Student’s t-test to compare the factual and 
counterfactual climate simulations over the reference period 2000–2009, but for each model run individually, 
paired with the same initial conditions, and we count the number of significant changes at the 5% confidence 
level. A value of 100 in a climatic index of interest indicates that the factual and counterfactual climate simula-
tions are significantly different in the 100 simulations. Third, we apply a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 
to compare the 100 factual and 100 counterfactual climate simulations over the reference period 2000–2009 with 
the null hypothesis that the discrepancies between the two distributions are only due to sampling error. A signif-
icance level of 5% indicates that the null hypothesis can be rejected statistically. For Student’s t-test, we count the 
number of significant changes at the 5% confidence level. Finally, we count the number of cases with consistent 
change over the reference period 2000–2009 in a climatic index of interest between an ensemble member and the 
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ensemble mean in terms of the sign of change. A value of 100 indicates that all changes in individual runs have the 
same sign as the change computed with the ensemble mean.

crop models. Sorghum and millet are the two main staple crops of sub-Saharan West Africa (59% of the 
total cereal production over the 2000–2009 period, on average; FAOSTAT data). The annual yields of millet 
and sorghum derived from two different process-based crop models were used. One was SARRA-H9, a model 
with a detailed process-based approach for phenology and carbon assimilation, and another was the CYGMA 
model6, with less details on water and carbon processes but including technological improvements. Using these 
two models with different modelling concepts under similar climate change conditions allows assessment of the 
uncertainty of the simulated yield response, as different parameterizations of physical and biological processes in 
crop models play a critical role in assessing and simulating yield responses to future climate change and adapta-
tions6,19,20. Indeed, a similar change in terms of temperature, rainfall and/or radiation is likely to affect crop yields 
differently in the two models (Table 2); thus, consensus in the sign or in the amplitude of climate change may 
strengthen the confidence of the results.

The SARRA-H model was originally developed to simulate crops in dry tropics, such as millet and sorghum21. 
The inputs to the model are daily weather data, latitude, soil characteristics (depth, soil water capacity) and 
crop management (sowing density and depth, sowing date). The crop model estimates attainable yield under 
water-limited conditions by computing the soil water balance, evapotranspiration, phenology, assimilation, and 
biomass partitioning (see ref.22 for a detailed review of the model concepts). The water balance simulates runoff 
using a rain event empirical threshold of 20 mm23, soil evaporation, storage, deep drainage, transpiration and soil 
surface evaporation. Water stress is evaluated from the fraction of transpirable soil water according to Sinclair 
and Ludlow24, which acts as a reducing factor on plant transpiration and carbon assimilation based on FAO 
guidelines. Carbon assimilation and partitioning is explicitly simulated in the model20 with assimilation rates 
depending on solar radiation and water stress and with maintenance respiration depending on temperature. 
Daily temperatures are also involved in the computation of thermal time, which serves, on an additive basis, to 
calculate the progress of developmental processes. The phenology of the model is based on a simplified concept 
of successive phenological stages that have constant (genotypic) thermal duration. The photoperiod sensitivity 
routine is not activated in this study. SARRA-H was calibrated against local agronomic-trial data and on-farm 
surveys conducted in eight contrasted sites in terms of climate and agricultural practices in West Africa25. These 
data were used to define the varieties and the parameters representing management practice in the crop model. 
SARRA-H showed good performance in simulating crop yield variability in West Africa compared to FAO data, 
even if it tends to overestimate the mean yield9.

In contrast, the CYGMA model is a global gridded crop model and initially covers four major crops (maize, 
soybean, rice and spring wheat); it is modified in this study to include millet and sorghum. In the CYGMA model, 
the development of the crop growth stage is computed as a fraction of the accumulated growing degree days 
relative to the crop thermal requirements. Leaf area expansion and senescence are computed according to the 
fraction of the growing season using the prescribed shape of the leaf area index curve. The yields are computed 
from the photosynthetically active radiation intercepted by the crop canopy, the radiation-use efficiency, the CO2 
fertilization on the efficiency and the fraction of total biomass increments allocated to the harvestable component. 
The soil water balance submodel and the snow cover submodel are used to calculate the actual evapotranspira-
tion (although no snow cover occurs in the studied area). Five different stress types – nitrogen (N) deficits, heat, 
cold, water deficits and water excesses – are considered. The most dominant stress type for a day decreases the 
daily potential increment of the leaf area and yield. All of the stress types except N deficits are functions of daily 
weather conditions. The stress associated with the N deficit is modelled as a function of the annual N application 
rate. The crop’s tolerance to these stresses increases as the knowledge stock increases. The knowledge stock is an 
economic indicator derived as the sum of the governmental annual research and development (R&D) expendi-
tures in the agricultural sector since 1961 with a certain obsolescence rate, and it represents the average agro-
nomic technology and management level among farmers in the country. More details on modelling are available 
in the Supplementary Note described in the Supplementary Information of Iizumi et al.6.

The CYGMA model uses socioeconomic variables (such as per capita GDP, per capita agricultural area, 
agricultural research and development expenditure) as the model inputs in addition to physical variables (e.g., 
daily weather and plant-extractable water holding capacity of soil), enabling the model to simulate yield trends 

User-relevant Indices Description

Annual Mean Temperature Annual mean surface temperature (°C)

Annual Rainfall Total rainfall amount per year (mm/year)

Annual Rainy Days Number of days per year with rainfall above 1 mm

Heavy Rainfall Events Number of days per year with rainfall exceeding 30 mm/day

Very Heavy Rainfall Events Number of days per year with rainfall exceeding 50 mm/day

Rainfall Intensity Ratio between total annual rainfall and the number of rainy days per year

Very Hot Days Number of days per year with daily mean surface temperature exceeding 30 °C

Onset Day
Onset of the rains computed as in Bombardi RJ, Pegion, KV,Kinter JL, Cash BA and JM Adams 
(2017) Sub-seasonal predictability of the onset and demise of the rainy season over monsoonal 
regions, Frontiers in Earth Science 5, 14.

Table 1. User-relevant indices of climate for agriculture applications in West Africa.
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associated with technological improvements. This is a unique characteristic of the CYGMA model. The daily 
mean, maximum and minimum temperatures, precipitation, solar radiation, relative humidity and wind speed 
are used as the weather inputs. For this study, the CYGMA model was calibrated for millet and sorghum using the 
global dataset of actual and potential yields in 200026,27, as was done for the four crops in earlier work6. In short, 
the sensitivity of the daily increment of leaf area index and yield to each of five different stress factors (N deficit, 
heat, cold, water deficit and water excess) was determined using the relationship among the yield gap (the ratio 
between actual and potential yields) in 2000, knowledge stock in 2000 and simulated average growing season 
stress factor in 1996–2005. The crop coefficient values for millet and sorghum used in this study are available 
in Table S1. The CYGMA model operates globally for millet and sorghum, similar to the four crops previously 
modelled; therefore, the simulated yields in West Africa were used for this study.

Historical, factual and counterfactual crop simulations. The crop model simulation experiment has 
two purposes (Table 3). First, climate observation data are used to force the crop models to compare simulated 
crop yields with observed crop yields and check the performance of SARRA-H and CYGMA on the historical 
period. The two crop models are run using the same historical forcing dataset S14FD in West Africa (20°W to 
15°E; 4°N to 18°N) for the period 1961–2012. Second, factual and counterfactual climate simulations are used 
to force the crop models to reproduce the crop yields under climate with (factual) and without (counterfactual) 
human influences. The comparison between the factual and counterfactual crop yield simulations enables the 
quantification of the effect of human influence on historical crop yields as simulated by the two crop models.

The SARRA-H simulations include four sets of parameters to capture the diversity of crop management in 
West Africa. They aim to reproduce the behaviour of two representative varieties of millet and two varieties of 
sorghum that differ mainly by the length of the growth cycle– a short duration crop (approximately 90 days) and 
a long duration crop (approximately 120 days) that are both insensitive to the photoperiod – and two levels of 
fertilization rate by modifying the biomass conversion ratio to a sub-optimal level and a better level to simulate, 
respectively, a low and a moderate fertilization rate. Here, we run the model separately using each of these four 
sets of parameters and average the resulting yield with even weights year by year, as in an earlier study9, since no 
information is available to determine weights for the individual management conditions. The available water 
holding capacity of the soil (between wilting point and field capacity) was set to 100 mm m−1, and the upper limit 
of the rooting depth was fixed at 1800 mm (see more details in ref.9). The sowing date was generated by the model 
and defined as the day when the simulated plant available water in the soil was greater than 10 mm at the end of 

SARRA-H CYGMA

Temperature acts on 
plant development rates 
through the concept of 
thermal time

Crop development is modelled using the growing degree days. The crop thermal requirement varies by 
crop and location.

Temperature has an 
effect on maintenance 
respiration

Temperature affects potential and actual evapotranspiration rates. The daily increment of leaf area and 
yield are stressed when the actual evapotranspiration is lower than its potential value.

No cold/heat stress Each of heat and cold stresses are modelled as a function of daily mean temperature and used to compute 
the daily actual increment of leaf area and yield.

Water deficit affects plant 
transpiration and carbon 
assimilation

Water deficit defined as a ratio between actual and potential evapotranspiration rate is used to compute 
the daily actual increment of leaf area and yield.

Rainfall triggers sowing 
dates, and water stress 
can lead to sowing 
failures

Sowing date is determined according to 10-yr average temperature and moisture conditions. Sowing date 
is updated every year in the model. A crop-specific look-up table is used to derive the sowing date under a 
given climate condition.

No nitrogen stress Stress associated with nitrogen deficit is modelled as a function of annual nitrogen application rate.

Solar radiation 
impacts potential 
assimilation rates 
through the intercepted, 
photosynthetically active 
radiation

Solar radiation affects daily potential increment of crop total biomass. After the modelled heading 
date, the CYGMA model starts calculating the daily increment of yield based on the intercepted 
photosynthetically active radiation, CO2 fertilization and fraction of the increment of the total biomass 
allocated to the harvestable part of a crop.

No CO2 effect The CO2 fertilization effect is considered. The radiation-use efficiency changes depending on CO2 
concentration.

Cultivar choice The total thermal requirement of a crop that represents the cultivar’s characteristics on crop duration 
changes depending on the 10-yr average temperature condition and is updated every year in the model.

No technology 
improvements

The nitrogen application rate increases with changes in per capita GDP and per capita agricultural 
area. The crop’s tolerance to suboptimal conditions (nitrogen deficit, heat, cold, water deficit, and water 
excess) increases with changes in per capita GDP, GDP share of agriculture value added and total R&D 
expenditure (these are used to calculate agricultural knowledge stock), which represents the use of high-
yielding technology and management.

Only rainfed condition is 
assumed

Yields in rainfed and irrigated conditions are separately simulated, and their area-weighted average is 
then computed. Because there is almost no irrigated area in West Africa, the millet and sorghum yields in 
West Africa simulated by the CYGMA model represent those in the rainfed condition.

Table 2. Summary of the main processes affecting crop yields under climate change simulations framework 
in the two crop models SARRA-H and CYGMA. Details on the processes can be found in Kouressy et al.22 and 
Iizumi and et al.6, respectively.
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the day, followed by a 20-day period during which crop establishment was monitored28. The juvenile stage of the 
crop was considered to have failed, triggering automatic re-sowing if the simulated daily total biomass decreased 
during 11 out of 20 days. Simulations were performed without any irrigation since most crop systems are rainfed 
(93% of all agricultural land in Sub-Saharan Africa; FAOSTAT data), and to our knowledge, irrigation is never 
used for pearl millet and sorghum in West Africa.

The CYGMA model required a 60-yr long soil moisture spin-up (1958–1960 × 20 times) before crop simu-
lation. Annual nitrogen application rates for the individual crops were parameterized as a function of per cap-
ita GDP and per capita agricultural area, with the assumption that an increase in average farm income and an 
increase in land scarcity lead to increased fertilizer use. The use of improved varieties and corresponding man-
agement was parameterized using the agricultural knowledge stock, which is an economic indicator to repre-
sent technological improvements. These socioeconomic data were obtained from the World Bank and FAOSTAT 
databases. The sowing dates of the individual crops in 2000 in the CYGMA model follow those reported in the 
Monthly Irrigated and Rainfed Crop Areas around the year 2000 (MIRCA2000) dataset29 but change dynamically 
according to the long-term temperature and moisture conditions calculated in the model. The extent of har-
vested area and the fractions of irrigated and rainfed areas in 2000 were obtained from the M3-Crops dataset and 
MIRCA2000 dataset, respectively. We also used the Historical Irrigation Information (HID) dataset30 to take the 
annual growth rates of irrigation-equipped area (if any) into account. However, in West Africa, there are almost 
no irrigated areas. Therefore, the crop yields in West Africa simulated by the CYGMA model represent those in 
rainfed conditions.

Factual and non-warming counterfactual crop simulations were performed using the two crop models with 
the 100 factual and counterfactual ensemble climate simulations as the inputs to the crop models to estimate the 
impacts of historical climate change on crop yields. The climatic variables used as the model inputs include daily 
mean, maximum and minimum 2-m air temperatures, precipitation, downward shortwave radiation flux, relative 
humidity and 10-m wind speed. The ET0 estimation is calculated by the Penman-Monteith FAO56 equation31 in 
the SARRA-H model and a variant of this equation in the CYGMA model6.

production losses associated with historical climate change. For a given year, country and crop, we 
first calculated the yield impacts at a grid-cell level by comparing the historical and non-warming counterfactual 
crop simulations:

∆ = –( )Y Y Y Y/ , (1)t g historical t g counterfactual t g historical g, , , , , ,2000:2009,

where suffix t and g indicate the year and grid cell, respectively; ΔY is the simulated grid-cell yield impact (ratio); 
Yhistorical is the simulated grid-cell yield under the factual climate condition (t ha−1); Ycounterfactual is the simulated 
grid-cell yield under the counterfactual climate condition (t ha−1); and Yhistorical, 2000:2009 is the simulated grid-cell 
average yield over the baseline period (2000–2009) calculated using factual crop simulation data (t ha−1). The 
calculated grid-cell yield impacts in a country were aggregated:

∆ =
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where suffix c indicates the country, and AM3Crops 2000 is the reported grid-cell harvested area in 2000 from the 
M3Crops dataset (ha). To avoid unrealistically large yield impacts, which could numerically occur when the 
simulated yield under the factual climate condition is low (e.g., <0.1 t ha−1), we replaced ΔYt,c with −100% when 
ΔYt,c was below −100%. In contrast, ΔYt,c was replaced with +100% when it was greater than +100%. Finally, 
the production impact was calculated as follows:

Δ Δ= × × ×P Y Y A P , (3)t c t c FAO c M Crops c FAO c, , ,2000:2009, 3 ,2000, ,2000:2009,

where ΔP is the impact on annual production of a crop of interest on a country level (USD); ΔY is the simulated 
country annual yield impact relative to the simulated average factual yield in the baseline period (ratio); YFAO, 

2000:2009 is the FAO-reported country average yield in the baseline period (t ha−1); AM3Crops, 2000 is the reported 
country harvested area in 2000 calculated using M3Crops dataset (ha); and PFAO, 2000:2009 is the FAO-reported 
country average producer prices in the baseline period (USD t−1). In the FAO database, no effective harvested 
area data were available for some years and countries in West Africa. Therefore, while time-constant, we used 
the grid-cell harvested area data obtained from the M3Crops dataset instead of FAO-reported data. Different 
price data (i.e., consumer price) were available in the FAO database, but consumer prices are strongly affected by 

Climate forcing dataset CO2 Crop model Purpose of simulations

S14FD retrospective meteorological forcing 
dataset17 Historical (317 ppm in 1961 to 

389 ppm in 2010) CYGMA and 
SARRA-H

Comparison between simulated crop 
yield and reported yield data

Bias-corrected MRI-AGCM3.2 simulations with 
human influence on climate systems13–15 Factual crop yield simulation

Bias-corrected MRI-AGCM3.2 simulations 
without human influence on climate systems13–15

287 ppm (the level of the year 
1850) Counterfactual crop yield simulation

Table 3. The crop simulation design.
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variations in oil price and export bans in major food-exporting countries. Therefore, we used producer prices to 
minimize the impacts of these confounding factors on our estimates of crop production losses.

Results
impacts of historical human activities on the regional climate of West Africa. Human influence 
has strongly modified the annual mean temperature in West Africa, with a regional warming depicted since 
the 1950s (Fig. 1a). We found a difference of approximately 1 °C when comparing the average temperature of 
the last decade 2000–2009 between the factual and counterfactual climate simulations (Table 4). Although this 
warming is simulated all over West Africa, it is more pronounced in the north and central Sahel and in the Sahara 
(Fig. S1a). This is certainly the most robust change, with all statistical tests showing significant values (Table 4). 
In addition, the factual climate simulation, which includes human influence, is able to more accurately reproduce 
the mean and the variability of the observed annual temperatures derived from the CRU dataset32 than the coun-
terfactual climate simulation (Fig. 1). The correlation between the observed and simulated time series of annual 
temperature reaches 0.92 with the factual simulation, while it falls to 0.75 with the counterfactual simulation. 
Moreover, the bias between the simulated and observed annual temperatures is −0.9 °C with the counterfactual 
simulation, which is colder than CRU data, while the bias is only +0.1 °C with the factual simulation. This com-
parison provides clear evidence of the reality of anthropogenic climate change in West Africa. The factual and 
counterfactual climate simulations significantly differ from each other. For instance, an important increase in the 
number of very hot days in the factual climate simulation was found (the number of hot days increases eight-fold 
in the last decade; Fig. 1c and Table 4). This increase is more pronounced in the north of West Africa (Fig. S1c). 
While the impacts of human activities are particularly evident on regional surface temperature, the impacts on 
rainfall are less clear. The model is able to accurately reproduce the decadal variations of annual rainfall with the 
wet years during the 1950s, the droughts of the late 1970s and 1980s and the recovery of rainfall, which starts 
in the 1990s compared to observations (Fig. 1b). However, the simulated annual rainfall time series in the fac-
tual and in the counterfactual simulations are almost identical, showing a similar correlation with observation 
(R = 0.54 and R = 0.56 for factual and counterfactual simulation, respectively) and no significant change in the 
last decade (Table 4). The changes are hardly or not significant when we consider the number of rainy days or the 
onset of the rains, which neither of which seems to be modified with the human activities in the climate model. 
However, more significant changes are detected for rainfall intensity and in heavy rainfall in the Sahel over the last 
decade, which can be deemed the impacts of human activities (Table 4; Fig. S1). This is particularly clear when we 
consider the number of rainy days exceeding 50 mm/day (Fig. 1d), where we found a significant increase of 27.7% 
in the last decades between the factual and the counterfactual simulations.

performance of crop models to simulate historical yields. The reported data for West Africa obtained 
from the M3-Crops dataset showed that the reported millet yields were almost the same as the sorghum yields 
(Fig. 2). The yield dataset is solely based on reported yield statistics and represents the average yield circa the 
year 2000 (that is, the average in 1997–2003). However, the different crop models reproduced the reported data 
differently. The average yields of millet in 1997–2003 simulated by the CYGMA model were comparable to the 
reported data in terms of the long-term yield average (the simulated yields are approximately 1 t ha−1), whereas 
the SARRA-H model overestimated the millet yields over that region (the simulated yields often exceed 2 t ha−1). 
Both crop models overestimated the sorghum yields, especially in northern Nigeria and southern Mali, while only 
the CYGMA model overestimated those in Burkina Faso.

The CYGMA model showed a good match in terms of the regional average yield for millet relative to the 
reported data (“Raw” in Fig. 3), while the SARRA-H model led to a substantial overestimation. However, both 
crop models overestimated the regional average sorghum yields. Post-processing of the simulated yields, such as 
scaling so that the CYGMA-simulated regional average yield in 1996–2005 would equal one, led to a good agree-
ment between the reported and simulated yields (“Scaled” in Fig. 3). These results indicate that the simulated 
regional average yield in absolute terms is less reliable and that the simulated relative changes in yields should be 
utilized for further analysis.

The main advantage of the CYGMA model is that it is able to reproduce the historical yield increasing trends, 
as visually indicated (“Raw” in Fig. 3). A sensitivity analysis using the CYGMA model revealed that the techno-
logical effect (increased use of N fertilizer and improved varieties along with an increase in the knowledge stock) 
contributed more strongly to the simulated yield trends than the CO2 fertilization effect (Fig. S2). No such trend is 
simulated with the SARRA-H model, which does not include technological effects nor the CO2 fertilization effect.

The SARRA-H model outperforms the CYGMA model in reproducing the interannual variability of crop 
yields. Significant correlation values between the reported and simulated regional average yield anomalies 
were obtained for both millet and sorghum (R = 0.485 and R = 0.335, respectively; “Anomaly” in Fig. 3). The 
country-level comparisons reveal that the performance of the SARRA-H model in simulating the yield anomalies 
of the two crops was relatively good, with significant correlation coefficients in Niger, Mali and Burkina Faso, 
three major crop-producing countries in the studied region (Fig. 4). The ability of the SARRA-H model to cap-
ture interannual variability is detailed for the 12 countries in Fig. S3. The highest correlation between simulated 
yield and reported yield is depicted for millet in Senegal (R = 0.77). However, the correlation coefficient was not 
significant for Nigeria, the top producer of sorghum and the 3rd largest producer of millet in the region (Table S2). 
Therefore, if we remove the data in Nigeria when calculating regional average yield anomalies, the correlation 
values between the reported and simulated yields increase to 0.686 for millet and 0.533 for sorghum (figure not 
shows). The best correlations are obtained when rainfall and/or temperature during the growing seasons are cor-
related with the reported FAO yields (Fig. S3), i.e., when the observed yield variability is explained by climate fac-
tors. However, the SARRA-H model generally outperforms the correlation between the reported FAO yield and 
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rainfall and/or temperature, which shows the added value of having a process-based model compared to simple 
linear statistics. The performance of the CYGMA model in simulating the yield anomalies of millet and sorghum 
was lower than that of the SARRA-H model in most cases.

These results suggested that the models evaluated here, although imperfect, had a certain usefulness and com-
plementarity in assessing the climate impacts on yield variability and trends. The CYGMA model accurately 
reproduces the yield trends, while the SARRA-H model better reproduces year-to-year variability. However, the 
comparison between reported and simulated country yields in West Africa is difficult partly because – although 
FAO yield statistics are the best reliable source of information – many data values from the FAO database in the 
region are derived from data imputation or unofficial data sources (Table S2), and historical management infor-
mation is not available.

the impacts on crop production due to historical climate change. The simulated impacts on aver-
age yields in 2000–2009 due to historical climate change varied by location and between the two crop mod-
els (Fig. 5). Although some positive impacts are simulated by the CYGMA model in the south of West Africa, 

Figure 1. Ensemble mean of simulated counterfactual (thin black) plus standard deviation of the 100 members 
(grey envelope) and factual climate condition (red) of mean surface temperature (a), annual rainfall (b), number 
of very hot days (c) and number of very heavy rainy days (d). See Table 1 for the definition of the climate 
indices. The thick black line represents the observed annual mean temperature (a) and annual rainfall (b) from 
CRU data. All values are shown on average across West Africa (20°W to 15°E; 4°N to 18°N).

User-relevant Indices Counterfactual Factual Difference Student t-Test KS Test Sign Agreement

Annual Mean Temperature 26.9 28.0 1.0** 100 100 100

Annual Rainfall 974.8 983.9 0.9% 1 0 62

Annual Rainy Days 82.1 82.6 0.7%* 0 0 64

Heavy Rainfall Events 6.8 7.6 11.6%** 32 10 99

Very Heavy Rainfall Events 1.7 2.2 27.7%** 85 43 100

Rainfall Intensity 14.4 15.0 3.9%** 25 11 94

Very Hot Days 0.0 0.1 841.0%** 82 83 100

Onset Day 160.2 160.8 0.6* 1 0 66

Table 4. User-relevant indices of climate in 2000–2009 with mean counterfactual climate condition and factual 
climate condition, differences between factual and counterfactual climate simulations (relative differences for all 
indices except for mean temperature and onset day). All values are shown on average across West Africa (20°W 
to 15°E; 4°N to 18°N). One (two) star(s) indicates that the difference in the ensemble mean is significant at the 
1% (0.1) level. The three columns on the right indicate the number of the 100 runs that pass a Student’s test or a 
Kolmogorov test, which agree with the sign of the difference of the ensemble mean at the 5% significance level.
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negative yield impacts appeared in many parts of West Africa for both millet and sorghum. Both crop models 
simulate a strong crop yield loss in the northern part of the Sahel (north of 14°N), exceeding 50% in some loca-
tions. This tendency is common across millet and sorghum and consistent between CYGMA and SARRA-H.

The estimated average yield impacts in the recent decade (2000–2009) due to historical climate change, rela-
tive to a counterfactual climate condition, appeared to be negative for all major crop-producing countries in West 
Africa (Fig. 6). Millet appears to be more affected by climate change than sorghum in the two crop models. On 
average, across West Africa, the SARRA-H model simulates a yield loss of 17.7% for millet and 15.0% for sor-
ghum. The CYGMA model simulates a slightly weaker impact, with a yield loss of 10.9% for millet and 5.9% for 
sorghum. When we consider the five major crop-producing countries (Fig. 6), the highest production losses are 
estimated in Niger (sorghum), Senegal (millet) and Mali (millet). Important production losses are also expected 
in other countries, such as Benin and the Gambia (Fig. S4).

Using the grid-cell harvested area in 2000 and the country average producer prices in 2000–2009, we esti-
mated that the average annual production losses over West Africa in 2000–2009 associated with historical climate 
change simulated by SARRA-H account for 2.99 billion USD for millet and 1.89 billion USD for sorghum (Fig. 6). 
These losses are lower when the CYGMA model was used and account for 1.65 billion USD for millet and 0.69 
billion USD for sorghum. Although all of the simulations lead to economic losses in West Africa, the uncertainty 
persists. Using the CYGMA model, the 90% probability interval of the estimated sorghum production losses 
calculated across the 100 ensemble members, which represents the uncertainty of the internal climate variability, 
ranged from 0.12 to 1.42 billion USD. For millet, the estimates ranged from the production loss of 4.05 billon 
USD to the production gain of 0.38 billion USD. Using the SARRA-H model, the production loss estimates for 
sorghum varied from 3.64 to 0.79 billion USD for sorghum and from 6.07 to 0.81 billion USD for millet. The most 
important economic losses are expected in Nigeria and Niger partly because of the relatively large extent of their 
harvested area for millet and sorghum.

This production loss is mainly driven by the temperature change between the factual and the counterfactual 
climate simulations, whose spatial pattern (Fig. 7) is similar to the pattern of yield change (Fig. 5); the highest 
production losses are located in the northern Sahel, where the warming is more intense. The relationship between 
temperature change and yield change is particularly clear when the SARRA-H model is used (Fig. 8). A negative 

Figure 2. Geographical patterns of the reported and simulated average yields of millet and sorghum circa 
in 2000 across West Africa. The reported data were obtained from the M3Crops dataset26. Both crop models 
SARRA-H and CYGMA used the same forcing dataset S14FD. For SARRA-H outputs, only locations where the 
individual crops were harvested were shown. For consistent comparison with the M3Crop-reported data, the 
simulated annual yields for the period 1997–2003 were averaged and then compared.
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linear relationship is found between simulated yield change and temperature change. A warming above 1 °C 
is associated with yield losses in almost all simulations of millet and sorghum, and the warmest simulations 
lead to the highest yield losses. Although no significant change on simulated rainfall is found, on average, in 
West Africa, variations of rainfall can also have an impact on SARRA-H-simulated yield change and have the 
potential to exacerbate or mitigate the yield impact depending on whether the rainfall decreases or increases. 
However, there are only a few simulations showing production gain even with rainfall increase. This confirms the 
results of Salack32, who showed that rainfall increase did not completely compensate for the effect of temperature 
increase (+1.5 °C) but greatly mitigated the impacts of warming (−59% and −26% for decreasing and increasing 
rainfall, respectively). The relative effects of temperature and rainfall changes on crop yield impacts are also dis-
cussed by Roudier et al.4 and Schlenker and Lobell33, who also noted the dominant role of temperature increase 
in the estimation of the impact of climate change on crop yield in Africa. However, there are uncertainties in 
the estimated climate-yield relationship across the two models SARRA-H and CYGMA. Indeed, although the 
CYGMA-simulated yields decrease with warming and increase with increasing precipitation, the slope is weaker 
(Fig. S5), which might explain why the simulated yield impacts are lower in CYGMA than in SARRA-H.

To better understand the production changes in the processes represented in the crop models, a sensitivity 
analysis was performed with the CYGMA model, which simulates more processes affecting crop yields (Table 2) 
and has more flexibility. The results (Fig. S6) suggest that CO2 fertilization and technological improvement are 
insufficient to offset the increased heat stress and water stress under factual conditions. The water deficit stress 
most largely contributed to the yield impact, likely through increased evapotranspiration since no significant 
trend in growing season rainfall was detected (Fig. 7). A direct effect of warming, such as heat stress, is also 
found, but its contribution to the yield impact is smaller than that of the indirect effect. Interestingly, although the 
SARRA-H model includes fewer processes and does not include heat stress, it leads to crop yield losses similarly 
to CYGMA. This consistency might imply that mechanisms commonly considered in the two models cause yield 
and production losses. Increased evapotranspiration-led water deficit was found to be the largest contributing 
factor in CYGMA (Fig. S6) and in SARRA-H in a previous study9, in addition to shortened crop duration with 
increased temperatures. However, CYGMA-based yield and production losses are almost always smaller than the 

Figure 3. Comparison of annual yield time series reported by the FAO and the average yields over West Africa 
simulated by SARRA-H and CYGMA for millet and sorghum for the period 1961–2012. The regional average 
data for West Africa were calculated by averaging the data over Benin, Burkina Faso, the Gambia, Guinea, 
Guinea Bissau, Mali, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone and Togo (country harvested areas were used as the 
weights). The grid-cell harvested area in 2000 was used as the weight when computing country average yields. 
Three different metrics were used: 1) the reported and simulated raw yield data were compared without any 
post-processing (raw); 2) the reported and simulated annual yield data were separately scaled so that each 
average yield in 1996–2005 was equal to one, and then the data were compared (scaled); and 3) the percentage 
yield anomalies, relative to the normal yield calculated as the 5-yr running average, were separately computed 
for the reported and simulated data and then compared (anomaly). The numbers presented in each panel show 
the correlation coefficient calculated between the reported and simulated data (***, ** and * indicate that the 
correlation is significant at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively).
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SARRA-H-based yield and losses (an exception is millet in Senegal). One explanation is that the SARRA-H model 
overestimates the effect of climate on crop yield compared to the CYGMA model or the reported yields from the 
FAO (Fig. S7) and thus might exacerbate the effect of altered climate conditions. In addition, technological effects 
(use of varieties that are more tolerant to suboptimal conditions and have larger thermal requirements) and CO2 
fertilization effects are considered in CYGMA but not in SARRA-H and alter the yield response (Fig. S6).

Discussion and conclusions
Here, we used a large ensemble of climate simulations and two crop models to estimate the effects of historical cli-
mate change on crop production in West Africa. Our study demonstrates that human activities have already had 
a significant impact on the regional climate in the Sahel, with negative consequences on agricultural production.

The recent increase in the mean temperature in the Sahel and the Sahara, as observed in the CRU observations 
and described by several authors (see, for instance, ref.34), cannot be reproduced if the influences of human activ-
ities on climate are excluded. The decade 2000–2009 is approximately 1 °C warmer in West Africa, relative to a 
counterfactual climate condition, due to human activities, with a much higher frequency of very hot days. While 
the evolution of annual rainfall in West Africa during the 20th century, which is characterized by the succession 
of wet periods with droughts35, does not seem to be driven by human activities, we found a significant increase 
in the intensity of rainy events. This increase in the frequency of heavy rains corroborates the results from Taylor 
et al.36 and Panthou et al.37, who depicted more intense Sahelian storms since the 1980s using 35 years of satellite 
observations and rain gauges in the region. The authors also attributed this intensification of the rains to global 
warming, which particularly affects the temperatures in the Sahara. A warmer Sahara intensifies convection 
within Sahelian storms through increased wind shear and changes to the Saharan air layer38.

The two crop models used here differently reproduced the reported yields in West Africa. Although no single 
best crop model was found, the CYGMA model showed its relative advantage in capturing the yield growth driven 

Figure 4. Same as Fig. 3, but for the selected major crop-producing countries in West Africa.
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Figure 5. Geographical patterns of average yield impacts in 2000–2009 associated with historical climate 
change relative to a non-warming counterfactual climate condition. Areas in white indicate that the simulated 
yield change is non-significant at the 1% level.

Figure 6. Estimated impacts on the average annual yield and average production of millet and sorghum in 
2000–2009 for selected major crop-producing countries in West Africa. The impacts were measured as the 
difference between the factual and counterfactual crop simulations. Harvested area weighting was considered 
when computing country and West Africa average yield impacts. Box plots indicate the mean (cross), with 25 
to 75% (box) and 5 to 95% (vertical line) confidence intervals derived from ensemble members of the crop 
simulation. The horizontal lines indicate the median. The regional average data for West Africa were calculated 
by averaging the data over Benin, Burkina Faso, the Gambia, Guinea, Guinea Bissau, Mali, Niger, Nigeria, 
Senegal, Sierra Leone and Togo. The range of simulated yield change was limited to the interval from −100% to 
+100% to avoid unrealistically large yield impacts in locations where the current yield is very low.
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by technological improvements. In contrast, the SARRA-H model showed its relative advantage in capturing yield 
anomalies, which are mainly driven by seasonal climate variability. The modelled yield response to growing sea-
son mean temperature and precipitation are largely different across the models in quantitative terms but similar in 
qualitative terms (Figs 8; S5 and S7). The crop models reveal a common tendency for warmer conditions to lead to 
yield losses and wetter conditions to lead to yield gains in the studied region. For this reason, the negative impacts 
of historical climate change, relative to a counterfactual climate condition, are derived from the crop models. 
The yield impacts simulated by the SARRA-H model are often more severe than those simulated by the CYGMA 
model (Fig. 5). The explicit consideration of technological improvements and agronomic adjustments (sowing 
date shift and cultivar switching) in the CYGMA model partially explains the difference.

Crop production losses were assessed by two independent crop models for the two main staple food crops of West 
Africa, millet and sorghum. We found that the average crop yield across West Africa for the decade 2000–2009 would 
have been 11% to 18% higher for millet and 6% to 15% higher for sorghum if human influence on climate was excluded. 
This yield impact is quite substantial, especially for millet, when compared to the year-to-year variability of observed 
crop yield in FAO data. For instance, the dramatic drought of 1982–1984 led to a yield loss of approximately 18% in 
West Africa for millet compared to the more humid year 1985. This yield loss, which led to one of the most severe food 
crises in the Sahel, is within the range of our estimation of the average climate change impact in the decade 2000–2009 

Figure 7. Geographical patterns of changes in growing season average temperature and precipitation in 2000–
2009 relative to a counterfactual climate condition. A cross indicates that the change is significant at the 1% 
level. Areas in white indicate that a crop of interest is not harvested around the year 2000.

Figure 8. Relative yield changes of millet (o) and sorghum (+) simulated by SARRA-H in 2000–2009 relative 
to a counterfactual climate condition and relative changes of rainfall (left) and absolute change of mean surface 
temperature (right). All values are shown on average across West Africa (20°W to 15°E; 4°N to 18°N) for each of 
the 100 members of the ensemble simulation.
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relative to a counterfactual climate condition. Although the uncertainty is large, crop production losses due to climate 
change have likely led to important financial losses in several Sahelian countries. We estimated that in Niger, which is 
one of the poorest countries on the planet, the climate change impact on millet production cost between 0.47 and 0.54 
billion USD per year during the decade 2000–2009, while the average GDP of the country was 3.4 billion USD during 
the same decade, according to the World Bank. The GDP share of agriculture in Niger for the period is approximately 
35%, and millet is the main cereal that is most extensively cultivated in that country. We assumed that among other 
agricultural commodities, the production share of millet in agricultural GDP accounts for 50%. The ensemble average 
yield impact for millet ranged from −19% (CYGMA) to −22% (SARRA-H) relative to what would have occurred 
under the counterfactual climate condition. A simple multiplication (3.4 billion USD × 0.35 × 0.50 × 0.22) leads to a 
production loss of 0.13 billion USD. Although this value is much smaller than the crop model-based production loss 
estimates, these estimates match in order. We found that estimated yield impacts sometimes take a very large value 
when the yield in the factual climate condition is low (<0.1 t ha−1), and this could numerically lead to an unrealistically 
large production loss estimate. We therefore limit the simulated maximum yield impact to −100% of the yield in the 
factual climate condition to avoid this problem. There might be room to further refine the threshold value, but no infor-
mation is currently available to determine a reasonable value. The production loss estimates derived from the CYGMA 
model are smaller than those derived from the SARRA-H model mainly because the yield response to temperature in 
the CYGMA model is more moderate than that in the SARRA-H model.

Both crop models simulated more important impacts in the north of the Sahel, where the warming is the highest; 
Niger, Senegal and Mali are most affected by climate change. This spatial pattern is consistent with the results of 
Roudier et al.4, who found that cropped areas in the Soudano-Sahelian zone are likely to be more affected by climate 
change than those located in the Guinean zone. The authors explain this spatial variability by a greater warming in 
climate change projections over continental Africa (particularly in the Sahel and the Sahara), while the temperatures 
of the Guinean zone, which are influenced by the Atlantic Ocean, are expected to increase more slowly. Our results 
also confirm the importance of increasing temperatures, which leads to crop yield losses, irrespective of rainfall 
changes. This adverse role of higher temperatures in shortening the crop duration, increasing evapotranspiration 
demand and reducing crop yields has been noted in several crop modelling studies focused on West Africa4,9,33,38,39. 
These studies found that potential wetter conditions or elevated CO2 concentrations hardly counteract the adverse 
effect of higher temperatures35, while dryer conditions persistently appear as a cause of severe yield losses4,9,34,40.

Our production loss estimates for millet and sorghum are consistent with the estimated crop yield losses 
under future climate change scenarios published in the literature2–4,40. Indeed, it is expected that global warming 
in the next decades will lead to adverse effects on agriculture, with a mean yield reduction of −8% identified in 
all Africa3 and −11% in West Africa4. The production losses are already significant at moderate levels of regional 
warming. Here, we found that even an increase of 1 °C can lead to yield losses compared with the yields in the 
non-warming counterfactual climate condition. Challinor et al.40 and Parkes et al.7 showed that a robust decrease 
of crop yield and an increase of crop failure in tropical regions40 and especially in West Africa7 are expected with 
an elevation of 1.5 °C of the global surface temperature above preindustrial levels. Since the most optimistic cli-
mate change scenarios do not lead to a warming below 1.5 °C, crop production losses in West Africa appear to 
be unavoidable without adaptation, and knowledge of the most effective adaptation methods becomes critical. 
Several adaptation methods that may counteract the adverse effects of climate change were investigated for millet 
and sorghum in West Africa by Parkes et al.7 and Guan et al.8, and a review can be found in Sultan and Gaetani2.

Every modelling study has its limitations, and we recognize a few caveats to the design of our simulation 
experiments. Caution is necessary when interpreting the crop simulation results presented here because the qual-
ity of the reported data in the studied region is not as high as that in developed countries, although the FAO 
statistical database used here is the most reliable, accessible source of information on crop yields. The differences 
between the reported and simulated data described earlier are mainly due to imperfect modelling and errors 
in model inputs (this is especially the case for the socioeconomic variables used as the inputs to the CYGMA 
model) and the assumptions used in the model setup (e.g., the assumptions on management levels used in the 
SARRA-H model). However, errors in reporting, inadequate sampling in census surveys and data imputation 
could be other reasons for the differences. Indeed, a notable percentage of the data in the studied region is based 
on the data imputation at the FAO, with unofficial or unavailable sources (Table S2). For this reason, we used the 
harvested area data from 2000 obtained from the M3-Crops dataset throughout the studied period. However, 
FAO data show that the harvested areas of these crops change over time (14.6 M ha to 13.7 M ha for millet and 
12.0 M ha to 13.8 M ha for sorghum for the period 2000–2016), which may lead to different production loss esti-
mates. However, crop-specific gridded historical harvested area data are not available.

In conclusion, our study demonstrates that human activities have already had a significant impact on the 
regional climate in the Sahel, with negative consequences for the production of major cereals in the region. Our 
production loss estimates offer a sound basis to depict a more specific view of the costs of adaptation and invest-
ments in adaptation in crop production systems in West Africa. These estimates can provide scientific input for 
national governments and international organizations at international climate negotiations.
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